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Peter Sweatman, CEO Climate Strategy & Partners
Peter Sweatman is the Chief Executive of Climate Strategy & Partners (CS), a strategic consultant in
strategies, markets and opportunities created by the need to combat climate change. CS provides strategic
advice and first class execution to its clients in the areas of: Clean Energy, Clean Technology, Energy
Efficiency, Policy, Environment, and Sustainability. Counting among its clients are some of Iberia’s largest
firms and among its partners Bloomberg New Energy Finance and Trucost. For 5 years directly prior to this,
Peter was Managing Director responsible for Iberia and Latin America for Bunge-Climate Change Capital,
one of the world’s leading specialist fund manager and advisors in the low carbon economy (managing over
a billion US dollars) which also remains in partnership with Climate Strategy.
Peter holds a MA in Engineering and Management Studies from Cambridge University. In 1991, he joined JPMorgan in Corporate
Finance becoming one the youngest Vice Presidents in the history of the firm. Peter went on to spend 9 years at JPMorgan where he
was responsible for client business, mainly in debt capital markets, for Spain, Portugal, Austria and Switzerland from London and then
for Latin America from New York. In 1998-2000, J.P.Morgan was recognized as the world’s leading underwriter of Latin American debt.
Moreover, its Latin American capital markets team was unparalleled for its innovation, creativity and market leadership. Peter lead
managed the largest (until 1999) Eurobond offering by Mexico and the first Europeso bond for Mexican National Bank Nafin in 1999.
In the year 2000, Peter became a social entrepreneur joining with other ex-bankers to found and run three NGOs: Charity Technology
Trust (CTT), New Philanthropy Capital and Catalyst Climate Change Trust. CTT was established as the UK’s leading social enterprise
creating efficiency through IT in the UK charity sector. As of 2014, CTT is profitable and has served 17,000 charities across the UK.
Furthermore, CTT has provided over £ 100 million in technology savings to the sector.
Since founding Climate Strategy & Partners, Peter has published seven white papers (link) on aspects relating to energy efficiency and
finance and has given over 190 key notes, lectures and public conferences. Peter is a visiting professor at the Instituto de Empresa
(Madrid-Spain), and lecturer at ITT Comillas (Madrid-Spain) and the Florence School of Regulation (Florence-Italy).
Peter is an active member of the Ashoka Support Network. He is also an advisor to the Climate lab; and an advisory board member of
Climate Bonds Initiative, Network for Sustainable Financial Markets, UK Trade & Industry (UKTI) in Spain and JCI Institute for Energy
Efficiency Global Expert panel.
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